The physical maps of three cloned D. melanogaster DNA fragments with genes for the 70,000 dalton heat-shock protein (hsp 70) are presented. Fragment 122 contains two genes in diverging orientation, forming an inverted repeat around a central spacer. The other two fragments, which are found as polymorphic variants in the fly population, have related structures; they differ by the deletion or the insertion of large DNA segments. The sequence homologies between 122 and a plasmid with two hsp 70 genes in tandem repetition^'^ was investigated by heteroduplex analysis. In addition to the basic gene units, the segments share other homologous sequence elements which are found in different combinations near the beginning of the genes.
INTRODUCTION
Heat shock treatment of Drosophila melanogaster results in an extensive change in the pattern of transcription and translation (see review by Ashburner and Bonner ) . A set of nine new puffs appears in the polytene chromosomes while those previously present regress. Heat shock specific RNA and proteins are actively produced in a variety of tissues and culture cells, while the expression of the genes normally active at 25 C is repressed.
This provides a convenient experimental system for the study of gene expression, where several specific genes can be induced simultaneously.
The isolation of genes for the main polypeptide product, the 70 kd heat shock protein (hsp 70) has allowed the study of their structure and organization ' ' ' ' . The basic unit (Z) consists of a segment Zc (2.2 kb) which is complementary to the Nucleic Acids Research hsp 70 messenger RNA, flanked at its beginning by a sequence Znc (Z non-complementary), (0.3 kb) which is also conserved in the different units, but is not represented in the mRNA. In the detailed comparison of the genes contained in two plasmids, 56H8 and 132E3,an additional short region of homology X (0.2 kb) has been found upstream from Znc ' .
Two sites of heat shock puffs on the chromosomes, at 87A7 and 87C1, encode very similar variants of the polypeptide, hsp 70 . The hsp 70 genes are repeated 5 to 9 times per haploid Q genome , and exist in two variant forms which differ by some restriction sites. It was recently shown that at each of the two 9 chromosomal loci, Z units of only one variant type are found .
Some of the genes are organized in tandem repetitions of two or three. At 87C1, the hsp 70 genes are associated with other tandemly repeated heat-shock genes ' of the type described by Here I describe a cloned DNA segment (122) carrying two hsp 70 genes which, in contrast to those previously isolated, are arranged as an inverted repeat. The comparison of 122 with two other related fragments indicates that this arrangement is subject to a different type of polymorphism : the fragments apparently derive from one another by the deletion or the insertion of large DNA sequences. A heteroduplex analysis of 122 and of the 1 2
previously isolated plasmid 132E3 ' shows the presence of homologous sequence elements in various combinations near the beginning (5' end of the mRNA) of the hsp 70 genes. Fig. 1 . These EcoRI fragments were isolated in \ Charon 9 by screening a random collection of recombinant phages for the presence of hsp 70 gene sequences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Segment 168 ( Fig. 1) has the same restriction map as the EcoRI fragment contained in plasmid 56H8, which we previously 12 4 described in detail ' ' . in the electron microscope, the hetero- After denaturation, the inverted repeat renatures as an intramolecular "snap-back" structure which is readily observed by electron microscopy (Fig. 2) . The heteroduplex of the vector Charon 9 and of phage 122 forms a single strand substitution bubble where the Drosophila segment replaces internal vector fragments. Within one of the single strands, the expected stem
Visualization of the inverted repeat in 122 by electron microscopy
Heteroduplexes between the X Charon 9 vector and the hybrid derivative containing fragment 122 were prepared as described in Materials and Methods. The inverted repeat sequences in 122 form a stem and loop structure which is apparent in the upper right of the micrograph. The two ends of the stem are indicated by arrows. Subclone 122 B4 carries a BamHl fragment derived from the central region and the first half of the right gene ( Fig. 1 ).
Heteroduplexes of 122 X14 with 132E3 fall into several classes (Table I) 
(1) The measurements of these segments from molecules of type I and II do not differ significantly (less than one standard deviation) and are pooled.
(2) The segments k and m are part of 132E3, they extend from the Hindlll cleavage site to the beginning of duplexes Z or D respectively.
(3) Segments m fall in two sizes classes, depending on whether the duplex D forms with the first or the second repeat of 132E3. Table 1 Heteroduplex analysis : size measurements
The schematic diagrams (not drawn to scale) indicate the topological structure of the different types of relevant heteroduplexes. For each measurement, the numbers represent the mean length and standard deviation, expressed in kilobase pairs (kb). The number of molecules measured is indicated in the brackets. Nucleic Acids Research kb) places X, approximately 0.9 kb from Znc : this is the length a measured for Y_ (table I) . The second argument comes from comparing heteroduplexes of types I and II (Fig. 4) . The Y. region from 122 X14 remains unchanged in both types (Table I) , while the Y_ region from 132E3 is included in the V loop of type II.
We can therefore place a region of homology X (0.15 kb a long) approximately 0.9 kb from the beginning of Znc in 132E3 and 0.15 kb from Znc in front of the left gene of 122 ( Fig. 6 ).
Heteroduplexes of type III have a paired region D which
has the length of the Z element. Their occurrence indicates that the hybrids between the X elements are not very stable. They 3. are usually found on the second repeat of 132E3 (Table 1 , m = 5.30 * 0.40 kb) and thus no X element is detected before a Heteroduplexes between 122 X14 and 132E3 types I and II
The dotted lines in these diagrams show the sequences which are paired in heteroduplexes of types I and II (cf. table I). These heteroduplexes form with the pairing of the basic hsp 70 gene unit Z and an additional small region of homology X a , separated from Z by non-homologous sequences Y. Plasmid 132E3 contains two genes in tandem repetition-'-. In type I, the X a and Z elements of the first 132E3 repeat are paired to the corresponding sequences in 122X14. In type II, X a from the first 132E3 repeat but Z from the second are involved in the duplex. The V segment belongs to the 132E3 strand and is composed of the Y 2 region, of the Z unit from the first repeat and of the spacer between the genes. the second 132E3 repeat (Fig. 5a ). Type III heteroduplexes also sometimes form with the first 132E3 repeat (Table 1 , m = 2.22 i 0.29 kb).
Finally, molecules of type IV are also observed. They have X , Y and Y elements identical to those of type I molecules, a 1 z but the Znc element is interrupted : R is formed with part of Znc from the first 132E3 repeat, and S is formed with Zc from the second. These structures are probably due to a region of decreased homology within Znc in the left unit of 122.
The heteroduplexes between 122B4 and 132E3 belong to types I and II. They show the presence of a homologous element X in front of the right gene of 122 and of the first repeat of 132E3 ( Fig. 5 , Table 1 ). Comparison of the lengths of the Y elements formed in the two types of heteroduplexes (Table 1) assigns the shorter Y-, element to 122B4 and the longer Y. to 13 2E3. Molecules of type mare not observed : the X, elements form a more stable duplex than the Xa elements.
The heteroduplexes between 122X14 and 56H8 are all of type III and the length of D (Table 1) indicates that the homology is restricted to the Z element.
The heteroduplexes of 122B4 with 56H8 are also of type III, but in this case the pairing extends approximately 0.6 kb further upstream from the left of Znc : D is 2.15 kb (Table 1) while the length of the Z 1 element to the BamHl site where it is truncated in 122B4 is 1.55 kb. This defines the left end of the homology between 56H8 (or 168) and 122. As described in the previous section, this homology extends to the right beyond Z up to the Rl sites at the end of the fragments.
From the homology of 122B4 and 56H8, and from the position of X in 132E3, it is likely that the X element shared by 56H8 and 132E3 is the same as X, described here. However we do not b
detect the presence of an X element in front of the second repeat of 132E3. The interaction with 122 may have been too unstable for detection, as it is reported that the X sequences of the second repeat of 132E3 have diverged from those of the first 1 .
a) 122X14 x 132E3
An additional 122X14 molecule has hybridized to the second repeat.
The Z' segment is short because the BamHl fragment subcloned in 122B4 contains only the left part of the Z unit (cf. Fig. 1 ).
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Figure 5
Heteroduplexes of 122X14 and 122B4 with 132E3
The plasmids were linearized by digestion with Hindlll, and the heteroduplexes prepared as described in Materials and Methods. Heteroduplexes of type I are shown together with corresponding diagrams. (Thin lines : single stranded DNA, thick lines: DNA duplexes).
Several lines of evidence show that X and X, are diffea b rent sequences. First, the two elements do not pair in the snap-back formed by 122. Second, X, is included in the duplex formed with 56H8, while X does not interact with 56H8. Finally, a their positions relative to Znc in 132E3 are clearly different, as can be seen from the different lengths of Y_ and Y^ (Fig. 5 , a and b; Table 1 ).
The main results of the heteroduplex analysis are summarized in Fig. 6 : Arrangement of the homologous sequences in 122 and 132E3
The hsp 70 gene units share a common element, Z, which was shown previously 2 to consist of a sequence Zc (complementary to the mRNA) and an additional segment Znc (non complementary). The direction of the arrows on X a and Xj-, (chosen arbitrarily) shows the relative orientation of these elements in 122 and 132E3. loci suggests that they may have different selective advantages, perhaps under the diverse conditions which trigger the heat-shock response,though the nature of these advantages remains speculative. It has been estimated that there are 2OOO-4OOO inverted repeat pairs in the D. melanogaster genome but it is not known whether the repeats usually comprise coding sequences, as found here for the hsp 70 genes.
In several D. melanogaBter strains and in Kc cells, the Artavanis-Tsakonas, S. and Schedl, P.; personal conununication).
This sequence could be involved in the generation of derivatives like those which were isolated. One might consider a simple model where 168 (or 56H8) derives from 122 by the insertion of a mobile sequence in the central region between the genes;
imprecise excision could then generate the deletion of 123. The situation could however be more complex, and involve additional intermediates which were not isolated. A different type of polymorphism occurs at the 87C1 heat-shock locus, where the number of units in the tandem repeats varies, possibly by a mechanism 9 involving unequal crossing-over .
Because large amounts of hsp 70 mRNA are produced at the 87A7 puff site after heat-shock ' it may be reasonable to assume that both genes forming the inverted repeat are expressed.
If this is the case, signals for the initiation and regulation of their transcription are likely to be present in the central spacer region. In the absence of knowledge on the primary transcripts of these units, we can place the outer limits of the spacer region at the positions corresponding to the 5 1 ends of the mRNA. Thus the relevant signals would be found within the central segment which includes the symmetrical Znc elements and the non-symmetrical region with the sequence elements X and X. a D (Fig. 6 ). Whereas the Znc elements are part of the basic unit conserved with all the hsp 70 genes, X and X show a more a o complex pattern. These elements are observed in heteroduplexes of different hsp 70 genes as small regions of homology separated from Znc by non homologous sequences. The element X, is shared by 132E3 and the gene on the right in 122. It probably corresponds to the X element common to 132E3 and 56H8 described by Moran et al. . In addition a second, different element X is a found further upstream from the first gene in 132E3 and associated with the gene on the left in 122. Thus different hsp 70 genes have different combinations of these elements. It has been suggested that X and Znc sequences at the beginning of the heat shock genes might play a role in mediating their coordinate expression . If this is the case, the different combinations of X and X, elements observed here could allow the differential a b
response of the genes to various signals.
